
AI-Driven Disruption and Transformation: 
New Business Segments To Novel Market 
Opportunities
There’s little doubt that Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
driving the decisive strategic elements in multiple
industries, and algorithms are sitting at the core of every
business model and in the enterprise DNA. Conventional
wisdom, based on no small amount of research, holds
that the rise of AI will usher radical, disruptive changes in
the incumbent industries and sectors in the next five to
10 years. [READ MORE]
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BML Munjal University and AIQRATE came 
together to curate AI Conclave 2020
BML Munjal university and AIQRATE came together on 24
January, 2020 to curate a bespoke AI conclave and unveil a
special report on “Reimagine the Future of Work with new
age opportunities“. The report covers facets on emergence of
exponential technologies and role opportunities for the Indian
technology workforce.

DOWNLOAD THE REPORT HERE.

AIQRATE onboarded stellar line up of AI Strategy advisors
AIQRATE is focused relentlessly on curating bespoke AI strategy for clients
across multiple business segments to drive transformation, innovation and
disruption; to accomplish our vision, we have got on board a stellar line up of
AI Strategy advisors with proven credentials and seasoned body of work and
have an enviable understanding of generating deep client impact. Our AI
Strategy advisors are deeply embedded in our ecosystem and have an
exhaustive understanding of AIQRATE’s advisory services and consulting
offerings. [READ MORE]

AIQRATE at the launch of Wiley Innovation Black Book 
2020 in Wiley Innovation Conclave
A confluence of 24 industry leaders and academic heads converged
yesterday at Wiley innovation conclave to launch Wiley innovation
Black Book 2020. The book is a marquee compilation of future forward
perspectives of top leaders, as they envision how the enterprises of
the future will operate the business and customer models, functional
value chains as well as various digital assets and enablers.
[READ MORE]

Read/Download the abstracts on 
AIQRATE’s Advisory Services here:

1. AI playbook for CXOs and Senior Leaders
2. Reimagining Strategic Management Models 

and Theories with AI
3. Building an AI Powered Organization
4. Strategic Aspects of Building the Foundations 

and Core of AI Strategy
5. Strategic Interventions for AI@scale
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